
“We had already used other systems with all the bells 
and whistles that we didn’t need and never used. 
They were just too cumbersome.” 
-Anthony Aldretti, Maintenance Supervisor
Colorado Veterans Home

SUMMARY

The Colorado Veterans Home is a 120-bed-long-term 
care facility for veterans and their spouses from the 
region and nearby states. Built in 1993 and adjacent 
to Spanish Peaks Hospital, the nursing home offers 
bright, modern and comfortable atmosphere with views 
of nearby mountains and State Park lakes. It provides a 
special care unit for Alzheimer’s and dementia residents.

CHALLENGES

An inoperative door was the fi nal breaking point for 
Anthony Aldretti, maintenance supervisor for the 
Colorado State Veterans Nursing Home in Walsenburg. 
That’s when he called Ingersoll Rand Security 
Technologies Consultant Earl Truncer, who had visited 
with him in the past, discussing online and wireless 
access control systems.

According to Truncer, the facility had a series of 
access control challenges including:

• The facility is a “L-shaped” building with the veteran’s 
home on one wing and the hospital on the other. 
Medical and staff personnel go back and forth regularly.

• The facility provides meals to the nearby prison. Prison 
Personnel pick up the trays and later return the trays.

• On very cold nights, the homeless are permitted 
to stay within specifi ed areas of the hospital.

• The combination hospital/nursing home has 200 
employees and 20 doors that need locking.
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SOLUTION

Knowing the facility’s present key-based system and 
the access control needs of the hospital/nursing home, 
Truncer put Aldretti in touch with Russell Bogner 
of Colorado State Safe & Lock in Colorado Springs. 
Bogner had recently installed Vanderbilt Industries’ 
bright blue web-based access control system at several 
Colorado locations and Truncer felt that it would 
provide a solution that Aldretti would like.
 
According to Bogner, the bright blue access control 
system is created especially for smaller facilities. 
“Bogner was right,” emphasizes Aldretti. “We had 
already used other systems with all the bells and 
whistles that we didn’t need and never used. They 
were too cumbersome. Using bright blue, we upgraded 
from keys to proximity reader and key fobs which our 
authorized user conveniently keep on their keychains.”

RESULT

“Administrators found that the system is self-
explanatory,” assure Aldretti. “As with other web 
applications, it is simply accessed with a user name and 
password. Being so easy to use, we look forward to 
expanding the system into additional buildings at the 
medical center.” 

Aldretti’s boss, Support Services Director Dave McGraw 
agrees. “We like the reliability this embedded system 
provides. We wanted a system we could count on to 
control access at our perimeter doors, especially for 
those emergency occasions that happen, including 
when we need to isolate an incident. It was important 
that we could lock down with as few steps as possible.

With the bright blue system, lock down is a simple click 
of the mouse. “We also wanted to keep expenses down 
by using whatever we already had,” adds McGraw. 
“Although much of the facility was key-based,there 
were a few standalone doors that were being controlled 
electronically and being accessed with proximity key 
fobs. The bright blue system could accommodate  
them, which helped our budget.

“We issue key fobs to personnel on an as-needed 
basis,” McGraw relates. “What is especially helpful is 
that now we can issue different levels of security to 
various individuals. Some people can access all doors; 
others can only access some doors. Others can only 
access doors at certain times of the day. To date, we’ve 
issued about 75 key fobs, primarily to supervisors, 
managers and those who must enter after hours.”

Through tracking of who is coming and going, the 
nursing home also learned that, all too often, the 
prison wasn’t returning trays.

“Importantly, we’ve had no complaints from the 
employees,” Aldretti confi rms. “It was very easy to train 
them. They were comfortable with the system right 
away. The main entrances are open throughout the day 
and are closed down after visiting hours. Employees 
now appreciate knowing that the doors are locked from 
then on. There is no chance for human error since the 
system alerts us if a door that is supposed to locked is 
left open.”
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